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This General Agreement is deemed a formal agreement with regards to the firm Macroansy’s
$BEEPower Coin Contract web interface use by Other Software Service Entities (OSSE).
Terms and Definitions:
‘EBC’ refers to Ethereum Block Chain.
The term ‘coin’, (case insensitive) refers to $BEEPower Coin floated on EBC at this link
below:
$BEEPower Coin Contract Link: https://etherscan.io/address/0x26d13bc704eeac5302ee27751d7873562d215a91

MAS© refers to Macroansy®. Website: https://macroansy.org.
DApp refers to a Distributed Application which can interact with other DApp online and talks
with EBC and Smart Contracts on the EBC.
MAS Exchange© is a DApp located at web site https://macroansy.org/MASx/ . This DApp is used
for arte-fact coin trading.
MAS Trade© is a DApp located at web site https://macroansy.org/MASt/ . This DApp is used for
Private Banking on the EBC with $BEEPower coin as the Digital Currency.
Agreement:
It is hereby authorized that OSSE like Main Crypto Exchanges, Websites of Institutions like
Banking and Financial Sectors and other Government Registered Business entities,
Government Institutions, United Nations and its affiliates, Education Institutions,
Emergency Management Associations, Space Research Organizations, Global Technology
Research Organizations, HealthCare Institutions, Logistics Services and other fair business
practice entities, can use the web3.js interface to access Macroansy’s $BEEPower Coin
Contract which has been floated for service on Ethereum Block Chain.
Web3.js interface shall be used to access the coin functions for programming OSSE’s own
website interfaces for using the $BEEPower Coins. Web3.js shall not be used to create new
wallets for coin owners. The corresponding private keys shall not be created and stored in

the OSSE’s Databases and Servers on behalf of the Coin Owners. ERC20 wallet and its
Private keys shall be the sole responsibility of the Coin Owners to create and maintain
themselves through websites like https://www.myetherwallet.com or https://metamask.io
OSSE may also use the services of MAS Exchange© and MAS Trade©. These are Distributed
Applications (DApp) which talk to the Coin contract on ethereum blockchain. The use of
these DApps is noted at the ‘Terms and Definitions’ above.
$BEEPower coin contract has three functions for ‘peer to peer Sell and Buy’ of the coins.
OSSE who would like to trade our coins can allow trading by Web3.js interfacing through
these three functions only, however main crypto exchanges are allowed trading of
$BEEPower coins through their own process, provided the exchanges comply with the
BenchMark prices, as defined in the trailing paragraphs below.
The crypto exchanges compliance to BenchMark Prices shall be subsequent to signing a
formal agreement as issued by Macroansy from time to time. BenchMark Prices are supposed
not to vary too often like every day of the year. Each change in the BenchMark Price would
be coordinated by a formal signed procedure. The formal signed procedure proposed by
Macroansy shall be as per online $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’ process as
described at https://macroansy.org.
OSSE’s are allowed to get their own commissions for providing the web interface service for
‘Peer to Peer Sell & Buy’ of $BEEPower coins. This commission is allowed only when Web3.js
is used to program the service. Merely providing links to other websites for accessing and
interfacing with contracts is not considered a Service and commissions shall not be charged
from the end users.
The $BEEPower coins can be sold only between and inclusive of a Minimum and Maximum
prices, which are referred to as the Min Bench Mark Price(LP) and the Max Bench Mark
Price(HP). These two prices are fixed by the firm Macroansy based on a fair approach related
with the Performance of the Business it supports. The Market Coin Price is estimated based
on Business performance metrics from time to time and would be deployed by MAS© which
will have a legal standing on the price estimation. The LP and HP would be approximately on
either side of the Market Coin Price. While the $BEEPower coin gets momentum with its use
as supported by various OSSE, the Bench Mark Prices & Market Coin Price needs a global
consensus, and during that moment, Macroansy will give consideration to International
Institutions consensus regarding fixing the value of the Bench Mark Prices and the Market
Coin Price. However the Logic of the approach as defined by a LP and HP will not change and
the Bench Mark Prices & Market Coin Price determination would be finalized and made
formal by Macroansy for public, and the rights for the same are reserved with Macroansy.
The BenchMark Prices provides an avenue for arte-fact sell-buy of coins. The strategy is that
the Sell is offered for urgent cash back to ETH and is offered at less than the Market Coin
Price fixed by MAS©. This sell offer is supposed to be a profit to a Buyer and the Seller loses
value as like paying an interest for his urgent personal Gold Loan. This process is like a
Treasure Hunt Game.
Macroansy reserves the right to any other issues which cannot be perceived and explicitly
mentioned herein including legal jurisdiction. Macroansy declares that it has clearly specified
its objective and purpose regarding the web3.js interface use of its $BEEPower Coin
Contract.

Apart from this agreement the ICO coin owners & OSSE’s automatically comply with
Macroansy's general Privacy Policy, Use Policy, Business Policy as published on their
website, even if it does not specifically address this web3.js interface process with
$BEEPower coins, and it is deemed that those policies are general in nature and its essence
and spirit is applicable to any international formal business process through which
Macroansy deals with its clients and customers.
________________________________________________________________________

Formal Signing Procedure:
This formal online signing procedure is as per $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’
procedure as described on MAS’s website.
As per the above formal sign procedure, both the parties, the Seller(MAS) and the
Buyer(OSSE), do hereby solemnly confirm that the following ERC20 wallet crypto currency
accounts shall be considered as our true International Identification(ID) representing our
Business Entities and the TxHash shall be considered as the instrument of formal acceptance
of this agreement by our Business Entities. We hereby agree that this procedure shall be
valid legally in any court of law.
________________________________________________________________________

SELLER crypto coin sign:
Seller’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy
Seller’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish.
Seller (MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account:

Sell TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:

________________________________________________________________________

BUYER crypto coin sign:
Buyer’s Business Entity Name:
Buyer’s Authorized Personnel Name:
Buyer(OSSE): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account:

Buy TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this agreement:

______________________________________________________________________

END.

